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A LESS CASH ROADMAP

Executive
Summary
Benefits of a less cash society
are well known in the form
of its positive effects on
economic growth as a result
of increased commerce and
the opportunities to promote
financial inclusion.
Despite benefits of the digital alternatives
for retail payments, cash still dominates
accounting for nearly 85 percent of global
consumer transactions. High use of cash is
not entirely surprising as it is untraceable
and universally accepted. Continued high
cash usage has its ill effects in the form of
shadow economy which hurts the ability
of governments to efficiently collect tax
revenues. Cash is the cholesterol that clogs
economies.
The situation in India is similar to other
emerging market economies with 96 percent
retail transactions conducted in cash. Only
3.6 percent of households in India make
cashless transactions. Further, the shadow
economy in India amounts to 40 percent
of GDP resulting in personal income tax
compliance of just 29 percent or just onethird of revenue that is India’s due.

Efforts of Government of India (GOI) to
drive the Less Cash Vision are timely and
much needed to promote both economic
growth and financial inclusion. Smart cities,
smart governments, smart economies are
in the midst of a digital revolution and the
digital revolution is intimately entwined with
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electronic payments.
CAIT believes that efforts should primarily
focus on a free market, payment-neutral
approach to changing the perception
amongst consumers and merchants that
cash is not less costly than digital payments,
and everyone pays a price for cash usage.
These should be complemented by real
sector policies that provide incentives to SME
merchants from various segments to accept
digital payments. A large majority of retail
transactions conducted by Indian consumers
are conducted in cash with SME merchants.
GOI policy that incentivizes both consumers
and SME merchants to digital alternatives will
result in a long term, sustainable economic
progress in India.
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SECTION I

cards at ATMs account for nearly 90 percent of the overall debit
card transactions in terms of volume and around 95 percent in
terms of value.

The Case for
Card Acceptance
Infrastructure to
Support Less-Cash
India

The cost of cash to Indian society is significant. The RBI
and the commercial banks face a total of Rs. 22,000 crore in

The cost of cash is
significant

currency operations annually. This was 0.4 percent of the total
currency in circulation. This cost does not include the cost of
storage, transportation, security, detection of counterfeits, etc.
The cost of printing and maintaining this extensive amount of
cash costs the country nearly 2 percent of its GDP. Studies
show that a moderate growth of cashless transactions by 5
percent a year will save the country more than Rs. 500 crore
annually.
The usage of cash is also the cause of shadow economies
in many countries that hurts the ability of governments to

Rs.

22,000
CRORE

Annual Cost for RBI and
commercial banks for
currency operations

efficiently collect tax revenues. The shadow economy in India
amounts to 40 percent of GDP resulting in personal income
tax compliance of just 29 percent or just one-third of revenue
that India should otherwise be collecting. Additionally, the
rise of cyber-crime and growing concerns about the ability

India is amongst the most
cash-intensive economies
in the world, with a cashto-GDP ratio of 12 percent,
almost four times that of
markets such as Brazil,
Mexico and South Africa.

This is illustrated by the fact that New Delhi’s

In terms of cash usage, the situation in

Less than 5 percent of Personal Consumption

to compete with international businesses that reach markets

India is similar to other emerging market

Expenditure (PCE) of Rs. 30,00,00,000 crore

and consumers by virtue of online platforms.

economies. Cash transactions are the

transacted, is by digital payments. There are

norm with around 96 percent transactions

over 60 crore debit cards – 21 crore added

As government pushes the Jan Dhan Yojana, Aadhaar and

conducted in cash. Only 3.6 percent

as a direct result of the Prime Minister’s

Mobile number (JAM) trinity, merchants will need to adapt

of households in India make cashless

Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY). However, the

the form of payment for these customers as they increasingly

transactions. Despite the perception that

momentum of cash is strong. Debit cards

receive benefits and transact in digital payment forms.

holding large sums of cash is unsafe,

usage is predominantly taking place at ATMs

consumers still prefer to hold and use cash.

as compared to POS. The usage of debit

1.1 crore inhabitants collectively spend Rs.
9.1 crore annually to obtain cash. Hyderabad,

of governments to look through digital records adds to the
unwillingness of many with criminal intent to let go of cash.

which is much smaller, spends around Rs. 3.2
crore annually to do the same. Consumers

Cash is a barrier to financial inclusion. The mechanics of cash,

and merchants who choose cash over digital

the difficulty in efficient delivery and modern financial products

often misperceive its benefits and limitations

are increasingly built on digital platforms.

5 percent growth in
cashless transactions
saves India more than
Rs. 500 crore annually

as opposed to digital payments.
Increasingly, merchants, traders and businesses are challenged

29%
Tax revenue collected
as a result of India’s
shadow economy

SECTION II

Less-Cash
Vision, Mission
and Purpose –
Advantage of
Less Cash
Through cooperative
efforts among consumers,
businesses and the
government, the Indian
society as a whole will
gain tremendously by the
increased adoption of
digital payments.
These benefits will be measureable in both
the overall economy and at the local and
individual level.
In addition to the savings and efficiency
of using digital alternatives, individual
merchants and consumers benefit from the
replacement of cash. Merchants enjoy larger

average sales, decreased costs, and access
to a larger customer base. Consumers can
spend more safely and flexibly when they
are not constrained by the funds in their
possession. Studies around the Globe
indicate that the value created by the
acceptance of digital transactions is at least
two to three times the cost of acceptance.

SECTION III

The Non-Corporate
Small Business
Sector (NCSBS)
The NCSBS is the
economic foundation of
India. It is perhaps one of
the largest disaggregated
business ecosystems
in the world, sustaining
upwards of 50 crore lives.
Small business is big business. According
to NSSO Survey (2013), there are 5.77 crore
small business units, mostly individual
proprietorship. Most of these ‘own account
enterprises’ (OAE) are owned by people
belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled
Tribe or Other Backward Classes.
Of the 5.77 crore small business units in
India, approximately 5.66 crore currently lack
the ability to transact digital payments.

The biggest threat to the NCSBS is
competition from online competitors and
large corporate competitors who offer the
convenience of digital payments, have
broader reach to consumers across India and
employ enhanced technological capabilities.

98

%

of small
business
units in
India lack
the ability
to transact
digital
payments

Growth in Acceptance
Infrastructure not keeping pace
with Growth in Cards

SECTION IV

The Reserve Bank
of India Findings on
Digital Payments
Infrastructure*

The usage of debit cards at ATMs account for nearly
90 percent of the overall debit card transactions in
terms of volume and around 95 percent in terms of
value.
While almost every bank is a card issuer, very few
banks are engaged in the activity of merchant
acquiring and setting up of card acceptance
infrastructure. Thus, there is concentration in

Debit cards vastly
outnumber the volume of
credit cards issued in the
country. Further, a high
number of debit cards
have been issued in recent
times under the PMJDY,
especially to customers
in rural areas and smaller
towns.
The growth in acceptance infrastructure has
not kept pace with the growth in cards. While
debit cards registered a growth of 64 percent
between Oct 2013 and Oct 2015, during the
same period ATMs increased by around 43
percent while POS machines increased by
around 28 percent. Another disconcerting

feature is that the rate of growth in setting
up card acceptance infrastructure has also
slowed down during these three years.
Additionally, the growth in the acceptance
infrastructure has not been uniform across
all locations in the country with higher
concentration of such infrastructure noted
in urban areas and larger towns and with
larger merchants. Thus, the usage of cards
has been constrained by lack of accessible
acceptance infrastructure, especially in rural
areas where the growth in card issuance has
been very high in recent times.
Debit cards usage is predominantly taking
place at ATMs as compared to POS; as a
result there are issues of costs and risks
associated with cash management of ATMs.

* Reserve Bank of India “Concept Paper on Card Acceptance Infrastructure” 08, March 2016

acquiring business with the top 5 acquirer banks
accounting (as at end-December 2015) for nearly

64

Debit Cards

43

ATMs

81 percent of the POS infrastructure and top 10
acquirers’ share of POS being above 90 percent. At
the same time, the share of these banks in terms
of their debit card issuance was around 41 percent
(top 5 acquirer banks) and around 51 percent (top 10
acquirer banks).
In terms of merchant establishments accepting card

28

POS Machines

payments, the number has increased from 8.5 lakh
merchant establishments in Oct 2013 to around
11.5 lakh establishments in Oct 2015, a growth
rate of 34 percent. As on Dec 2015, the number of
such merchant establishments was 12.6 lakh. This
increase is largely driven by increasing share of public
sector banks in merchant acquisition. However, due
to multiple terminalisation of the same merchant
by different banks, the actual number of unique
merchant establishments could be quite lower.

Use of cards
constrained by
lack of accessible
acceptance
infrastructure

SECTION V

Finance Ministry
and Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) –
Guidelines

promote customer loyalty because merchants can
work with digital payment companies to analyse the
priorities and spending habits of consumers using
sophisticated analytical tools, trends and tailoring
their businesses in response. Most importantly,
consumers will have greater choice when making
transactions.

On 29th of February, 2016,
The Finance Ministry
through a cabinet note
and subsequently the
RBI through a concept
note, issued broad
guidelines on the subject
of development of
acceptance infrastructure
to support digital
payments.
The RBI has noted, the use of digital
channels for accessing banking and payment
services is on the rise and is poised for
significant growth in the country. The Reserve
Bank has been initiating new policies as
well as reviewing existing policy measures
for facilitating demand and supply of digital

payment services and also ensuring safety
and security of such transactions. Recent
announcements of the Government also
support and reinforce the migration from cash
payments to promotion of card and other
digital payments.

The Importance of the Digitisation of Payments
for Small and Medium Traders

In CAIT’s view, the digitisation of payments
for small and medium traders is important
for a variety of reasons. First, it will make
transactions more secure for merchants
by using state of the art technologies
designed to safeguard data. Second, it will
help merchants to increase the value of
transactions: research shows that consumers
are willing to make higher value purchases
when using debit and credit cards. Digital
transactions can also create an instant
payment trail for merchants, making it easier
to track and record transactions. Finally,
digitisation presents an effective way to

Technologies designed
to safegaurd data make
transactions more
secure.

Helps merchants
increase the value of
transactions.

Effective way to
promote customer
loyalty.

SECTION VI

Payment Neutrality
– An Open and Free
Digital Payments
Market for the Good
of India
The government of India
must maintain a “Payment
Neutral” approach to
the digital payments
landscape in India.
In the same manner as net neutrality, a free
and open market that is highlighted by the
freedom to choose services, providers and
optionality will facilitate the most efficient
deployment of infrastructure, a healthy
innovation environment and competition on
cost.
The global private sector payment providers,
banks and networks bring vast experience
in digital payments and are on the leading
edge of security, interoperability, global

connectedness and acceptance that are
characteristic of the most advanced and
dynamic economies.
The NPCI’s principle mission is to deploy
and regulate payments infrastructure in India.
The NPCI role in driving RuPay is in conflict
with its responsibilities as regulator. To
assure regulation is conducive to promoting
a free market and avoid regulatory favoritism
toward a government model, RuPay should
be separated from NPCI.
Government posture should be to invite
market participation in digital payments and
avoid policies that overregulate in areas like
fees/economics and facilitate partnering in
building out the digital payments system.

Large scale investment is needed that
is far beyond what government can
reasonably provide. Payment neutrality
is critical to securing the investment
needed from private firms, banks
and networks to tackle the
formidable task of building card
acceptance in India.

Benefits of the shift
from Cash to Cashless

SECTION VII

The Objectives of an
Acceptance Strategy
Digital payments add
efficiency to the flow of
money in the economy,
increase transparency
and generate additional
revenue through tax.

Consumers get security
and convenience

the proper government policies to arrive at a
mix of incentives, mandatory requirements,
encouragement to merchants, tax rebates
to consumers and overall awareness are
needed to encourage the use of cashless
among households.
•

Consumers get a secure, convenient way

Merchants manage less
cash and checks

Increase financial inclusion of
consumers, merchants and traders

to transact, while merchants, traders and
other small business units have less cash
and checks to manage. Additionally, digital

•

payment habits of consumers,

payments enable transactions over the

enterprises and public institutions

web and mobile, while creates new revenue

towards greater use of digital payments

streams as well as extends the reach of
goods and services.

•

businesses into the formal economy through

•

innovation

from cash to cashless.

combines the power of market forces and

Mandate standards for security and
expansion of availability and promote

most important reason to encourage a shift

Reserve Bank of India, an approach that

Online and mobile
transactions create new
revenue streams and extend
reach of goods and services

effectiveness of digital payments,

financial inclusion. This alone is the single

Similar to the recommendations of the

Better utilization of payment
infrastructure and acceptance network

Above all, digital payments have a role
to play in bringing more consumers and

Remove mental barriers and change

•

Ensure payment neutrality through a free
market and competition in payments

Financial inclusion for
more consumers and
businesses

•

SECTION VIII

All new PoS acquiring infrastructure should

•

have the capability to accept and facilitate

Waiver of KYC norms for small merchants to
onboard them to accept digital payments.

mobile-based payments.
•

Making Broader
Acceptance a Reality

•

Emphasis on building more plastic card

whereby a cash withdrawal fee is charged by

acceptance infrastructure for digital payments

the bank

especially in Tier 2/3 cities with a specific
focus on POS/MPOS devices. Also a

•

impacting the business and should be priority-

merchants for building necessary acceptance

reviewed.

Consider a waiver/reduction in import duties
for POS Terminals. There should also be a

•

as a percentage of the total number of

acceptance infrastructure against service
tax payable
•

•

expenditure against import of PoS/
Mobile PoS terminals, which will make
installing terminals a more affordable

consumers towards digital payments.

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD)
banking/payments. To enhance adoption of mobile
banking/payment, the USSD charges could be
examined and rationalized.
Appropriate changes in the regulatory structure,
if required, to promote mobile based payment
systems.

GROWTH OF INTERNET USERS vs MOBILE INTERNET IN INDIA 2012 - 2016

Extend depreciation benefits, considering
devices for intermediaries and acquirers,

Total Internet Users

cost of these devices.
•

Require issuing banks to install PoS
devices in proportion to the cards
issued. This may potentially lead to a
healthy competition amongst merchants
and result in greater acceptance/ non-

462

Mobile Internet

as well as for merchants who bear the

Improve broad band connectivity to

Provide complete/partial offset for capital

Currently, the telecom companies are levying an

the relatively short life of PoS/ Mobile PoS

terminals.

•

be done across all categories to encourage

terminals directly or indirectly.

autorised to install white label POS

wider scale.

or online banking, mobile wallets. This should

encourage a scheme to subsidise PoS

be considered.

enable mobile based payments on a

Discontinue or Discredit convenience fee/
payments using digital means such as cards

Given that intermediaries are important

Encouraging Mobile Banking
and Payments Channels

charge of Rs. 1.50 per transaction for mobile

surcharge on customers who prefer to make

acquisition, the government can

POS terminals in a prescribed ratio could

•

•

stakeholders in driving merchant

mandating banks issuing cards to deploy

Similar to ATMs, non-banks could be

technologies.

expenditure challenge to build vital

Debit/Credit Cards is very low. Therefore,

•

other mobile based payment acceptance

will also help to overcome the capital

Acceptance infrastructure, particularly
Point of Sale (PoS) / Mobile PoS terminals

drive towards “Make in India” for POS and

endeavour for acquiring banks. This

Double taxation on Service Tax is adversely

subsidy or grant could be provided to small
infrastructure.
•

Creating Enabling
Environment and
Acceptance Infrastructure

Disincentivize cash withdrawals at ATM’s

137

190

205

243

278

rejection of digital payments.

48

91

110

Jun-12

Jun-13

Oct-13

137

159

Jun-14

Oct-14

302

173
Dec-14

330

192

Mar-15

354

238

Jun-15

Source: IAMAI, Feb 2016, Figures In Million Users, *Estimated Number

375

276

Oct-15

402

306

Dec-15

371

*Jun-16

SECTION IX

The Acceptance
Mission and
Goals
The objective of the card acceptance program should
be to more than double the number of establishments
accepting digital payments in India from 11 lakh to 25
lakh with a focus on the NCSBS sector over the next
two years. A five-year goal of 1 crore establishments
accepting digital payments should be the overall
target. A combination of payment-neutral free market
programs and government policies should be arrived
at to facilitate the incentives and partnerships to
make this a reality in India.

SECTION X

Importance of Public
Private Partnerships
The initial challenge is
to convey the message,
through public campaigns
and other means that
cash is not less costly
than digital payments, and
everyone pays a price for
cash usage.

The World Bank’s 2016 World Development

Supplementing these efforts through policy

and accountable.

directives that provide fiscal incentives to
consumers and business to switch to digital
payments is needed. Countries like South
Korea have shown that through sustained
fiscal policy efforts, cash usage can reduce
significantly. Lastly, to complement the supply
side innovations of GOI like Aadhar program,
KYC regulations, and others, efforts could be
taken, through public-private partnerships
that enable innovative approaches to tailor
bundles of financial services to suit local
needs. Adoption is faster when users find
the digital alternatives convenient to use and
provides them with a sense of safety and
security.

Report points out that to close the remaining
digital divide, taking full advantage of the
available technologies is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition. Sufficiency requires
that countries also need to strengthen
important analog complements: regulations
that allow firms to connect and compete;
skills that technology augments rather than
replaces; and institutions that are capable

Adoption of
digital payments
is faster when
users find the
digital alternatives
convenient to use
and provides them
with a sense of
safety and security.

2016 GOALS

SECTION XI
•

Reach 50,000 trader leaders and create champions
for promoting digital transactions, and through them,

CAIT’s Role
in Enhancing
Acceptance of Digital
Payments

reach over 50 lakh traders. This will be done through
more than 40,000 trade federations, associations and
chambers, across the country.
•

Organised More Than
100 Trainings

Engage with diversified trade groups such as farmers,
hawkers, transporters, truck owners, small industries,
consumers, vendors, self-employed groups and women
entrepreneurs to form a consortium to take the lesscash campaign forward to their respective constituency,
including last mile solutions.

•

Organise workshops, seminars, trainings and trader
conferences to educate and empower the larger

100,000+
Traders Reached by
Workshops

community for adoption of digital payments.

CAIT has organised more
than 100 trainings with
partners in 2015, including
“Train the Trainer”
workshops in over 20
cities across the country
through which we were
successful in reaching out
to over 100,000 traders.
CAIT was also fortunate to receive letters of
appreciation, with words of encouragement

2015 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

•

Engage with academics, economists, think tanks and
other key influencers to develop and drive messaging
on the value of electronic payments.

•

Created over 1,000 trader champions
across several states through our

•

and advocate the less-cash vision as spelled out by the

‘Train The Trainer’ program. The trader

Government of India.

champions are entrusted with promoting
the message of adopting electronic
payments and through their outreach, we

•

Non Corporate Sector.

100,000 other traders nationwide.
Reached over 2,500 industrial
associations under CAIT, across industrial

in continuing our efforts, from both Honorable

sectors across 17 states.

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi and Union
Minister of Finance, Shri Arun Jaitley.
•

Conducted over 100 workshops, seminars

Support our campaign through collaterals and content

Engage With
Academics, Economists,
and Think Tanks

to provide an evidence based advocacy platform for the

have managed to reach approximately

•

Leverage social and digital media to raise awareness

•

Adopt city/states to drive ‘cashless policy’ where we
may look at adopting key cities and promote the model
of ‘state cashless policy’. We will also work on lines of
‘100 smart cities’ of Central Government and aim for at
least 25 cashless cities in 3 years.

and trader conferences emphasizing
CAIT’s commitment to accelerate use of
digital payments.

Adopt Cities/States to
Drive Cashless Policy

APPENDIX

Excerpts from the Reserve
Bank of India’s “Concept
Paper on Card Acceptance
Infrastructure”
“The Reserve Bank of India (the Bank) has

The efforts of all stakeholders have resulted

been encouraging reforms in the payment and

in a growing trend in digital payments. The

settlement systems of the country, leveraging

question of importance is whether further

on the benefits derived from developments in

developments in this regard should be left to

technology. The policy and regulatory framework

the users themselves (market forces) or whether

addresses the need to put in place a bouquet of

this growing trend should be “managed” through

payment options both for individual as well as

appropriate policy framework. While market-

institutional users while addressing the safety

forces led growth may address the “economics”

and security requirements of the systems and

of the payments eco-system, it may not always

the users.

meet the requirements of all segments of users.
A structured policy intervention to promote

The Bank has also been sharing and signaling

digital payments may have the advantage of not

the desired developments in payment and

only addressing the requirements of all sections

settlement systems in the country through its

of society but also enable setting of achievable

Payment Systems Vision Documents. An over-

targets within a definite time-span which can be

arching Vision for payment systems in recent

monitored, reviewed and changed, if necessary.”

times has been the need to ensure greater
adoption of digital payments and migrate
towards becoming a “less-cash” society.

Less Cash societies
are well known in
the world for their
positive effects on
economic growth
as a result of the
opportunity to
promote financial
inclusion.

By joining hands, we stand for
a better India. Together we can
make the Prime Minister’s
vision a reality. Together we
can help India prosper
as a leader in the world
of digital payments.

Confederation of All India Traders (CAIT)
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